Abstract. Qingcheng Mountain as a Taoist mountain, Sichuan important tourist destination, rich in tourism and cultural resources. Qingcheng Mountain as a national 5A-class tourist attractions, which contains the rich Taoist landscape cultural resources constitute Qingchengshan tourism cultural resources is an important part of the tourists is an important source of attractiveness.
An Analysis of the Cultural Connotations Reflected in the Taoist Landscape of Qingcheng Mountain
Religion is a cultural phenomenon, tap the connotation of religious culture, design religious tourism development projects, can increase the cultural content of tourism, improve the level of tourism development, and promote the development of tourism. Qingcheng Mountain Taoist landscape in a strong religious and cultural heritage, is the Qingchengshan become one of the four famous Taoist mountains of China an important factor. It is of great theoretical and practical significance to further study the cultural connotation of Qingcheng Mountain's tourism resources and to enhance the tourist experience of tourists [2] . Taoism as a native of China's religion, Laozhuang Taoism, immortal thought, yin and yang of the five elements constitute an important part of Taoist culture. Qingcheng Mountain Taoist landscape has a profound expression of this. Taoism "Taoism natural", "back to nature" and other concepts, profoundly reflected in the Taoist landscape and the natural landscape of harmony. Qingcheng Mountain in the Taoist landscape architecture, its overall layout pay attention to the natural, according to the mountain and built, and natural integration, embodies the Taoist "Road law" philosophy. At the same time Taoist temples, building pool pond, mountain forest garden, according to the terrain hidden in the mountains, while the surrounding environment with the integration of architecture, landscape, the surrounding scenery seamless, embodies the harmony between man and nature And Taoism Philosophy of "Harmony between Man and Nature". Taoist pavilions drawn from nature, not fake carvings, and mountain forest spring integration, reflecting the Taoist advocate simple and natural style [3] . Taoist temples are selected materials are wood, one for the use of nature, the other reflects the traditional culture of the yin and yang of the five elements said. "Zuozhuan" said "born five things, the people and use, waste can not", the so-called five-material, that is, the traditional five elements of the gold and wood fire and fire soil five kinds of material, the ancient Chinese architectural materials used wood, Natural communication also has a close relationship, that is, "I am one", the integration of man and nature embodies the concept. These philosophy of Taoism combined with nature is in line with the thought of Taoism back to nature, and makes the Taoist landscape of the Qingcheng Mountain both the beauty of humanities and the beauty of nature, and greatly enhance its aesthetic visual experience. This is a visual experience of the Taoist beauty, but also profoundly expressed in the color of the Taoist landscape. Qingcheng Mountain Road to teach the color of the palace to more than black and white as the tone, which is the color of Chinese classical ink painting has the same purpose, but also China's unique aesthetic performance. Famous writer Yu Qiuyu said: "Confucius hundred great, is that they are chosen to become the Chinese people's psychological tone. Confucius is the dignified brown, similar to our skin and the earth, and I was misty gray, Similar to the sky of the snow peak and the old man to be made.
Influenced by the digital concept of Taoist thought, the Taoist temple of Qingcheng Mountain is often built on the three-story stone ladder, and the roofs of Qingcheng Mountain can be seen by the overlapping of one, two and three tiles. The Taoist thought of "Taoism one, life two, two students three, three things" philosophy [4] . Taoism by the immortal, witchcraft thought, the ultimate goal of Taoist practice is to practice immortality, Qingcheng Mountain is an important "fairy will be the House." At the same time, in the "fairy man floor" under the concept of the construction of a series of Taoist landscape, as Taoism know the practice of an important place, both need to have a solemn atmosphere, while the requirements of the environment but also quiet and away from the secular world sense. These constitute the Taoist architectural landscape cultural connotation of the quiet and inadvertently and visitors look at the intuitive experience of exposure to wonderland. At the same time, Taoist thought in the longevity and health and longevity of the idea, so that visitors also have a wide range of attraction, which in the invisible tourists to increase the understanding of the cultural connotation of Qingcheng Mountain view of interest. Qingcheng mountain Taoist temple established a long time, with a strong sense of history, but also formed its independent viewing charm. Across the time and space of the Taoist landscape, the history of China has a long history, broad and profound solidification in the Taoist landscape, become the external manifestations of Taoist culture. The location of the Taoist landscape, the layout of the foundation, the architectural form through a seat of Taoist temples, Taoist important figures and their history and Taoism and culture one by one image to show in front of the world.
Exploitation and Utilization of Taoist Landscape Culture Resources in Qingcheng Mountain
The development and utilization of tourism resources is the process of converting resources into products and even commodities. The development of tourism resources must first understand the cultural heritage of tourism resources, from various aspects to explore the cultural connotation of tourism resources to fully demonstrate its charm and value, improve the cultural quality of tourism resources, tourism attractions to enhance the attractiveness and appeal of tourists, Improve the re-interest rate, and create a good economic, social and environmental benefits [5] . The influence of religious landscape resources is closely related to the status of this resource in religion, and the religious circles of the religious factions tend to have a greater impact than other religious tourism landscapes. Qingcheng Mountain as a religious landscape, Taoist Heavenly Master Road where the ancestral home, its reputation is an important reason for its status in the Taoist, Qingcheng Mountain as a Taoist mountain to attract countless tourists come to watch, but the religious landscape resources In the religious and cultural factors, so that people in the tour, in order to get a better experience, we must have a certain religious culture. This is not so easy for ordinary tourists, so how can the abstract religious culture be more intuitive and easier to understand and accept the image of the show before people, so that people get a better travel experience, the Qingcheng Mountain Taoism Landscape culture resources to be more fully and more rational development and utilization, it has become an important thinking of the problem.
First, with the highly developed electronic information, you can build a virtual tour of the scene, with pictures, video, commentary, etc. in the tourists into the mountains before the Qingcheng Mountain distant history, important attractions and cultural connotations one by one show Tourists in the further tour of the Taoist landscape in the religious and cultural characteristics and traditional Taoist culture to understand, in order to enhance the tourist experience, but also to Qingcheng Mountain culture to spread. Second, with the cultural visualization of the show, through the scene reproduction or book brochures, the Qingcheng Mountain Taoist landscape and the connotation of Taoist culture linked, for example, the establishment of some palace architecture, and Taoism history has been closely linked to the events, Embodies the development of Taoist culture context, as well as the landscape of the architectural pattern, the internal set of Taoist culture that contains the color. To Laojunge as an example, Laojun Ge under the circle, meaning Tianyuan place; layer with octagonal, to show gossip; appearance was tower-shaped, top three round treasure, to show heaven and earth three meaning [6] . And then the Qing Dynasty, the Shangqing Gong worship Taoist ancestor Li Laojun, I have statue and "Tao Te Ching" five thousand words woodcut, there Ma Gu pool, mandarin duck wells and other legends [7] . These statues, wood carvings, relics are important figures in the history of Taoism, important contributions and famous allusions. These figures in the history of Taoism have an important position in the history of the story and allusions can be through the text, the introduction of the picture so that visitors to the Qingcheng Mountain Taoist landscape cultural connotation has a clear understanding, and not because of the lack of relevant background knowledge of tourists in a hurry And over.
Third, the cultural color of the Taoist landscape can also be manifested through Taoist cultural activities. Many of the Taoist cultural activities are held in the Taoist temple, which also makes the Taoist temple added a bit Taoist solemn and solemn. The development of these religious activities, in turn, further enhanced the Taoist culture of Taoist culture. With religious activities to expand its influence, so that visitors more understanding of the cultural charm of Qingcheng Mountain, to enhance its tourism experience, to expand the visibility of Qingcheng Mountain. At the same time through the experience of the project, so that visitors directly involved in the Taoist activities, or let them live in the Taoist mind, experience the practice and life of Taoist priests, so that they have a more direct contact with Taoism, so they will Culture has a more intuitive and in-depth understanding.
Fourth, the idea of "Taoism and nature" embodied in the thought of architecture of the Qingcheng Mountain temple is coincident with the concept of ecotourism. In the process of watching the Taoist landscape, we will carry out the ecotourism consciousness and promote the harmony between man and nature, and will link the ornament of the humanities and the natural landscape with the ecotourism and promote the development of the ecological tourism of Qingcheng Mountain.
Fifth, in the scenic area of the new landscape development, especially in the construction of a new palace architecture, we must fully take into account the Taoist cultural factors, so that the old and new landscape architecture and nature can be integrated, and not too abrupt and destroyed The overall cultural atmosphere. So that visitors can feel the Taoist landscape in the cultural landscape, but also can feel the return to the fun of nature, which is the essence of Taoism, is also in the tourist area development must not avoid the problem.
Sixth, religious tourism in addition to the general tourism with the leisure function, but also contribute to the spread of culture and development. The development of Qingcheng Mountain landscape associated with the tourism souvenirs, the Qingcheng Mountain well-known landscape architecture and related cultural resources to micro-mode, pictures, bookmarks and other forms of production into a unique tourist souvenirs, so that the Qingcheng Mountain landscape architecture and its Culture farther to spread. At the same time, the development of tourist souvenirs will also bring objective economic benefits to the local tourism industry.
In general, in the development and utilization of landscape cultural resources in Qingcheng Mountain, the cultural resources and connotations of the landscape culture of Qingcheng Mountain are deeply excavated, and the abstract religious cultural connotation is transformed into intuitive, image tourism resources to attract different tourists, the largest Limit to enhance the tourist experience of tourists in the promotion of Qingcheng Mountain tourism development will also Qingcheng Mountain Taoist landscape culture to be more widely disseminated.
